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We consider a stationary continuous time process with a finite or countable state space, which is usually 
called a stationary pure jump process because it changes its state by jumps. Relationships between the 
stationary distributions at an arbitrary time, just before and after jump instants are obtained by using 
conditional sojourn times in states and in sets of states. For a skip free process, these distributions have 
product form expressions in terms of the conditional mean sojourn times. The results are applied to 
queueing models. We extend some known relationships between queueing characteristics to batch arrival 
and batch serve queues with stationary inputs. They also give a unified approach for truncation expressions 
for finite queues. 
stationary jump process * skip free, queue length * Palm distribution * conditional sojourn time * 
truncation expression * LCFS preemptive resume service discipline 
1. Introduction 
We are concerned with a stationary process with state space [0, m + l] = 
(031,. . ., m + l}, where m + 1 may be infinite. We simply call it a stationary jump 
process because it changes its state only by jumps. The process typically appears 
as the queue length process in queueing theory. The major purpose of this paper 
is to get relationships between its stationary distributions at an arbitrary time, just 
before upward jump instants and just after downward jump instants. In the literature, 
such relationships have been obtained by using level crossing arguments. The idea 
is a very old one going back to Takacs (1962), and has been used by many authors. 
For example, we can find it in Brill and Posner (1977), Franken et al. (1982) and 
Stidham and El Taha (1989) (see also the references cited by them). We note that 
relationships between the embedded distributions at upward and downward jump 
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instants are rather easy because we can get them by counting level crossings. 
However, when we relate the time-stationary distribution to the embedded ones, it 
is difficult in general to identify the level crossing rate by meaningful characteristics 
as it was pointed out by Stidham and El Taha (1989). To ease this difficulty and to 
get different kinds of relationships, we use the conditional sojourn times in states 
and in sets of states given that the underlying stationary process is in half spaces, 
i.e., sets of states greater or less than given levels. 
Our main results are obtained in Section 2. We get four kinds of relationships 
between the various stationary distributions, and prove that the remaining sojourn 
time distributions in a state and in a set of states have stationary distributions of 
excess type. The results are obtained by applying the rate conservation law of 
Miyazawa (1983), which may be considered as refinement of level crossing approach 
and of the intensity conservation law of Franken et al. (1982). 
We then apply the results to a skip free process in Section 3. A jump process is 
called downward (upward) skip free if all downward (upward) jumps have size 1. 
In queueing theory, the skip free property has played an important role because it 
makes analysis of queues simpler (cf. Keilson, 1965; and Takacs, 1962). In the 
literature, it has been shown that it is particularly useful when the underlying process 
is Markov. For example, the birth and death process is a typical example. In this 
paper, we show that the skip free property enables us to get the time-stationary and 
embedded distributions in product forms by using conditional mean sojourn times. 
Those results are applied to queueing models in Section 4. We extend some known 
relationships between queueing characteristics to batch arrival and batch service 
queue with stationary inputs. We generalize the truncation expressions of Miyazawa 
and Shanthikumar (1991) and the product form expressions of Yamazaki (1990) in 
a unified way. The results for queues with LCFS-P (Last-come First-Served - 
Preemptive) service discipline in Miyazawa (1992) are extended to the batch arrival 
case, too. 
Our approach is essentially due to Miyazawa (1992) and Shanthikumar and 
Sumita (1986), in which they discussed a single server queue with LCFS-P service 
discipline. In those papers, the assumption of LCFS-P plays a key role whereas this 
is not the case in ours. We generalize their arguments by introducing conditional 
sojourn times in states and in sets of states instead of conditional sojourn times of 
customers. 
2. Relationships in stationary jump processes 
Let { Y(t)} be a stochastic process with state space [0, m + l] = (0, 1, . . . , m + 1) and 
piecewise constant paths, where m + 1 may be infinity. Let N, be a point process 
which includes all upward jump epochs of {Y(r)}, and let Nd be the point process 
generated by all downward jump epochs of {Y(t)}. Remark that { Y( 1)) may not 
have upward jumps at all epochs of N,. This extension of embedded instants will 
be useful for queueing applications. We assume: 
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(i) {Y(t)}, N, and Nd are jointly stationary. 
(ii) N, and Nd have finite intensities A, and Ad, respectively, and the superposed 
point process N,+ Nd is simple. 
Remark 2.1. The assumption of the simplicity of Na+ Nd can be removed if we 
order simultaneous events properly (see Miyazawa, 1991). We just impose it to 
make arguments simple. 
We denote a probability space for { Y(t)}, N, and Nd by (0, 3, P). Without loss 
of generality, we can assume that there exists a family of shift (semi-group) operators 
{ 0,) on 0 such that P is stationary with respect to { 13,) and that { Y(t)}, N, and Nd 
are consistent with {0,} (cf. Miyazawa, 1983). Thus, we can define Palm distributions 
Pa and Pd of P with respect to N, and Nd, respectively. See Baccelli and Bremaud 
(1987), Franken et al. (1982) and Miyazawa (1983) for the definition of a Palm 
distribution. Define 
pn=P(Y=n), a, = P,( Y- = n), d,,=P,(Y+=n), 
where Y = Y(O), Y- = Y(O-) and Y+ = Y(O+). These abbreviations will be used 
throughout the paper. {p,}, {a,} and {d,} are stationary distributions of Y(t) at an 
arbitrary point of time, just before time points of N, and just after those of Nd. 
We can assume without loss of generality that pn > 0 for all n E [0, m + I]. That is, 
if there are n’s such as pn = 0, then we just remove them from the state space and 
renumber the remaining states by nonnegative integers. In the following, we consider 
relationships between the distributions {p,}, {a,} and {d,}. 
Let u,(t) and u,(t) be the remaining sojourn times of {Y(s)} in the state n and 
in [n, m + 11, respectively, at time t up to the exit from [n, m + I]. We define 
u,(t) = v,(t) = 0 if Y(t) -C n or if n = 0. We note that the upward jumps into [n + 
1, m + 11 and the downward jumps into [0, n] alternate and that u,(t) is unchanged 
at adjacent pairs of those jump instants in which the upward jumps precede the 
downward ones (see Figure 1). Hence, by using the level crossing argument, we 
have, for n 2 1 and for any nonnegative number 0, 
h,Ea(e-eu~; Y-S n < Y’) = AdEd(e-B”i; Y+G n < Y-) 
= AdE,(e-@“~; Y+s n < Y-), (2.1) 
where E, and Ed denote the expectations with respect to Pa and Pd, respectively. 
Remark that (2.1) holds for n = 0 because q,(t) = 0. 
Define 
where IA is the indicator function of a set A. We apply Corollary 3.1 of Miyazawa 
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Fig. 1. Sample paths of Y(t) and u,,(t), where f;, t;, t~,...timesofupwardjumpsinto[n+I,m+l], 
ty, t& ti,. times of downward jumps into [0, n]. 
(1983) to X(t), N, and Nd. Then, for n E [l, m + 11, 
-OE(epe”*; Y = n) 
= A,[E,(e?‘~; Y-= n) - E,(e-““z; Yc= n)] 
+ hd[E,(e-B”~; Y-= n)-E,(e-‘“z; Y’= n)] 
= A,[E,(epsUt; Y-=n)-E,(e-““~; Y-<ns Y’) 
+ E,(e-‘“z; Y-<n< Y+)] 
+Ahd[Pd(Y-=n)-E,(e-8”:; Y+snn Y-)+P,(Y+<n< Y-)] 
= AdPd( Y+ < n G Y-) - A,E,(e-@“i; Y- < n s Y’), (2.2) 
where we have used (2.1) and the fact that U: = u, on {Y- = n> as. Pa. By putting 
0 = 0 in (2.2), we have 
A,P,( Y- < n G Y’) = AdPd( Y+ < n C Y-). 
Thus, (2.2) and (2.3) imply 
(2.3) 
E(e-e”u; (2.4) 
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Let U,, be a random variable having the Laplace-Stieltjes Transform (LST) fi,, 
given by 
fim= 1
{ 
E,(e-‘“z( Y-<nS Y’), nE[l, m+l], 
9 n =o. 
Throughout the paper, the LST and the mean of a random variable X are denoted 
by X and X, respectively. Note that LJ, is the conditional sojourn time of {Y(t)} 
in the state n measured from an upward jump instant into [n, m + l] to the next 
downward jump instant into [0, n - 11 given that the upward jump occurs. Thus, 
(2.4) is equivalent to 
E(e-“‘m; 
1- ir,(@> 
Y=n)= e h,P,( Y- < n G Y’), nz1, (2.5) 
which implies u,, < +a. 
We apply a similar argument to u,(t) instead of u,(t). Define 
X(t) = ZiYoJ=+ e 
-@v”(r) 
. 
Since a;(t) = -1 for Y(t) 2 n, n 2 1, Corollary 3.1 of Miyazawa (1983) implies, for 
n E [l, m + 11, 
-OE(ePs”n; Ys n) 
= A,[E,(eCe”~; Y-2n)-E,(e-@“:; Y+>n)] 
+Ad[Ed(e-e”~; Yp 3 n) - E,(e-“~; Y+> n)] 
= A,[ E,(e-‘“K; n s Y-) - E,(e-‘“L; Y-C n G Y’) 
- E,(e-‘“L; n c Y-)] 
+ A,[E,(edeU”; Y+<nG Y-)+Ed(e-e”~; nS Y’) 
- Ed(e-“z; n G Y+)] 
= AdPd( Y+ < n =G Y-) - A,Ea(e-e”~; Yp < n G Y’). 
Similary as U,,, let V,, be a random variable with LST cn given by 
(2.6) 
Ea(e-e”l:) Y-<nS Y’), nG[l, m+l], k’,(e)= 1 1, n =O. 
V,, is the conditional sojourn time in [n, m + l] measured from an upward jump 
instant into n to the next downward instant into [0, n - 11 given that the upward 
jump occurs. Hence, (2.3) and (2.6) imply 
E(e-‘“n; 
1- iQ0) 
Y2n)= 8 A,P,( Y- < n < Y’), (2.7) 
which leads to 7, < +co. Thus (2.5) and (2.7) yield the next theorem. 
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Theorem 2.1. For a stationary jump process satisfying assumptions (i) and (ii), 
n-1 
p,=h,U, C a,P,(Y+~nIY~=i)=hd~~Pd(Y+<n~ Y-), 
i=O 
(2.8) 
IT+, n--l 
C pi = A, Vn C a,P,( Y+ 3 n 1 Y- = i) = A,V,P,( Y+ < n G YP), 
i=n i=O 
for nE[l, m+l]. 0 
(2.9) 
Remark 2.2. For a single server queue with LCFS-PR discipline, Stidham and El 
Taha (1989) obtained the first equality of (2.8), and Miyazawa (1992) proved (2.8) 
and (2.9). The processes in those papers are skip free for the downward or for both 
directions, but here we have obtained (2.8) and (2.9) without assuming the skip free 
property. 
Theorem 2.1 yields the following simple expression for {p,}. 
Corollary 2.1. Under the assumptions of Theorem 2.1, 
- 
pn=+(,’ 1-z (l-p,), 
nt 1 ( -,I (2.10) 
Proof. Let r,, = I?,,/ v,,. From (2.8) and (2.9), we have 
pn = rn C pi = r=y r~(l-~~~Pi), (2.11) 
for n E [l, m+ 11. Then, p, = r,(l -pO). We prove that (2.10) is a solution of (2.11) 
by induction on n. Suppose 
i-l 
pi=r, fl (l-q), i=l,2 ,..., n-l. 
J=l 
Then, from (2.11), we have 
( 
n-1 i-l 
pn=rn l- C rj ll (1-q) 
i=l j=l > 
n-l 
Cl-pJ=r, II (l-ri)(l-Po), 
i=, 
which completes the proof. q 
Remark 2.3. Similarly to Corollary 2.1, if the upward and downward jump size 
distributions are known, the distributions {a,} and {d,} can be obtained in terms 
of { u,,} and {v,,} from (2.8) and (2.9), but they are less interesting because they are 
complicated. In the next section, simpler formulas will be obtained for them under 
the skip free assumption. 
Let Fx denote the distribution function of a nonnegative random variable X, and 
define 
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F%(x) is called the stationary excess distribution of FX. Then, from (2.5) and (2.7), 
we have the following theorem. 
Theorem 2.2. Under the same assumptions of Theorem 2.1, 
P(u,~xl Y=n)=F”,Jx), P(u,,sx( Yzn)= F’,,(x), 
foraZZnE[l,m+l]. 0 
(2.12) 
Remark 2.4. The second formula of (2.12) is not new but can be viewed as a version 
of (4.5.3) of Franken et al. (1982), which is concerned with the remaining service 
time in the G/G/ 1 queue. For this, it suffices to consider the instants with Y- < n s 
Y+ as starting instants of customers’ service and the V, as their service times. 
We next consider the remaining sojourn times u:(t) and u:(t) in the state n and 
in [0, n], respectively, at time t up to the exit from [0, n]. Although the exit and 
entrance conditions are different, we can apply similar arguments as for u,(t) and 
v,(t) to these remaining sojourn times. So far, we give results without proof. Let 
Uz and Vz be random variables having LST’s given by 
Ed(ePHUm*/ Y+< n < Y-), 
fi:(e)= * 
1 
n E [0, m], 
( 
E:(e-‘“~ 1 Y+ < n < Y-), 
n=m+l, 
C;(e)= * 
n E [O, ml, 
, n=m+l, 
respectively. Then we have the following theorems. 
Theorem 2.3. Under the assumptions of Theorem 2.1, 
pn = A,iJX i a,P,( Y+ Sn+ll Y-=i)=A,UzP,(Y+Gn< Y-), (2.13) 
i=O 
an+l( Y-=i)=A,vzP,(Y+Sn< Y-), (2.14) 
Pn =$ fi 1-g (l-pm+l), 
n a+* ( ,I 
for n E [0, m]. 0 
(2.15) 
Theorem 2.4. Under the assumptions of Theorem 2.1, 
P(uzSxJ Y=n)=F$(x), P(uzSxJ Y<n)=F’,G(x), 
for all n E [0, m]. q 
(2.16) 
Remark 2.5. In this paper, we are only concerned with remaining sojourn times, 
but we can get analogues of Theorems 2.2 and 2.4 for attained sojourn time, too. 
For example, we can apply Theorems 2.2 and 2.4 to the time-reversed process of 
1 Y(r)]. 
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From Theorems 2.1 and 2.3, we have the following results, which show that C?,,, 
v,,, 0: and i?z can be expressed in terms of {p,}, {a,} and the conditional jump 
distributions { P,( Y+ 2 n 1 Y- = i)}. 
Corollary 2.2. Under the assumptions of Theorem 2.1, 
v* = 
c,“=‘,’ PE 
A, xr:t a,P,( Y+ 2 n 1 Y- = i)’ 
n~[l,m+l], 
u;= P* 
A,C1=,a,P,(Y+~n+l(Y-=i)’ n E [O, ml, 
q= I:=, Pi 
A,Cr=,a,P,(Y+~n+llY-=i)’ 
n~[O,m]. Cl 
(2.17) 
(2.18) 
(2.19) 
(2.20) 
3. Skip free processes 
We now assume the skip free property: 
(iii) {Y(t)} is skip free for downward jumps, i.e., if Y( t-) > Y(t+), then Y( t-) - 
Y( t-t) = 1. 
Then, we have Pd( Y+< n s Y-) = d,_l. Hence, from the assumption pn > 0, 
n E [0, m+ l] and (2.8) of Theorem 2.1, we have d, >O, n E [0, m]. Thus, from 
Theorems 2.1 and 2.3, we have the following product form expressions: 
Theorem 3.1. For a stationary jump process satisfying assumptions (i), (ii) and (iii), 
d,= fi _v,,,d,, Gl+, In - 
;=n+, v,- ui pn+1= - 
n up,,,, 
Cm+, i=n+l V, - Ui 
(3.1) 
(3.2) 
for n E [0, m] (empty products are as usual assumed to be 1). Cl 
By using (3.1) and (3.2), we can consider effects of the boundary conditions at 
0 and m + 1 on the stationary distributions. We use the notation d,(Y), p,,(Y) for 
d,, pn, respectively, and so on when the underlying jump process is {Y(t)}. We 
compare {Y(t)} with another jump process {Z(t)} with state space [0, m + k+ l] 
and satisfying assumptions (i), (ii) and (iii). Then, Theorem 3.1 implies the following 
results. 
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Corollary 3.1. Suppose m <CO. Zfk < 00, Z?,( Y) = oj+k(Z) and c(Y) = c+,(Z) for 
all iE[l, m+l], then 
A( Y> dn+k(Z) -= P,+I( Y) = ~n+k+,(Z) 
d,(Y) dm+k(Z)’ pm+,(Y) ~m+k+l(Z)’ 
n E ro, ml, 
and, if fi*( Y) = o,(Z) and v*( Y) = v”(Z) for all i E [0, m], then 
A(Y) &(Z) P,(Y) P,(Z) -=- -= 
do(Y) do(Z)’ ho PO(Z)’ 
n E[O, m]. 0 
(3.3) 
(3.4) 
Corollary 3.1 means that, if the conditional sojourn times are unchanged if the 
boundary at m moves to m + k, the truncated distributions on [0, m] of Z or Z - k 
at a downward jump instant coincide with the corresponding distributions of Y. 
We call the truncation of the distribution of Z-k to [0, m] tail truncation. 
We next consider an upward skip free process. We assume: 
(iv) { Y(t)} is skip free for upward jumps, i.e., if Y( t-) < Y( t+), then Y( t-) - 
Y(t+) = -1. 
Then, we can get similar results as in Theorem 3.1 and Corollary 3.1, replacing 
downward jumps by upward ones. However, one should be careful because upward 
jumps need not occur at all epochs of N,. To describe this situation, we introduce 
the following notation: 
A a,n =Pa(Y+> Y-]Y-=n), nE[O,m+l]. 
We now get an upward version of Theorem 3.1 by replacing {d,} by {A,.,a,}: 
Theorem 3.2. For a stationary jump process satisfying assumptions (i), (ii) and (iv), 
(3.5) 
a,= fi 
Aa,i--l VT_, 
i=l A,,i( V”- UT) “’ 
’ A,,,@ A+, VT-, 
‘“=A,,oU,* i!!, A,,i(PT- U,)po' (3.6) 
for n E [0, m]. 0 
The expressions of {a,,} in (3.5) and (3.6) are not very useful when we apply them 
to get truncated expressions like (3.3) and (3.4) because amtl does not occur. That 
is, we need a relationship between a,,, and a,,,+,. In what follows, we assume that 
m is finite. Let 7(t) be the remaining sojourn time in the state m + 1 at time r 
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measured from the last time point of N, when the state is m + 1 just after it, where 
r(t) = 0 if X( 1) < m + 1. We apply Corollary 3.1 of Miyazawa (1983) to 
X(r) = IiV(r)=m+,I e-sT(r). 
Then, we get 
BE (e-“‘; Y=m+l)=h,(P,(Y~=m+l)-E,(e-O’+; Y+=m+l)) 
+P,(Y-=m+l), 
which implies 
Pm+1 = (A a,mum+h,um+,)Ea(~t( Y+=m+l). (3.7) 
Hence, combining (3.7) with (2.8), we have 
A,E,( T+ ( Y+ = m + 1) 
am~A,,~(~~+,tE,(~t(Y’=m+l))a”~‘~ (3.8) 
By using (3.8), we get the following corollary from Theorem 3.2: 
Corollary 3.2. Suppose that m <co, A,( Y) = A,(Z), A,,,( Y) = Aa,m+k(Z) and 
E,(r+(Y)IYt=m+l)=E,(r+(Z)(Z+=m+k+l). If ktco, A,,i_l t$( Y) = 
Aa,i+k_r Ui+k(Z)y A,,,_, Vii< Y) = Aa,i+k_r Vi+,(Z) for all i E [l, m + 11, then 
_ a,+k(z) a,(Y) 
a,(Y) Um+k(Z)’ 
n E [0, m + 11, 
Pn+l( Y) = Pn+k+,(Z) 
Pm+,(Y) Pm+ki,(Z)’ n E[oy m1, 
(3.9) 
(3.10) 
and, zyA,,,UT( Y) = A,,,Uf(Z) and A,,ivT( Y) = A,,ip(Z) for all ie [0, m], then 
a,( w _ an(Z) 
4 Y) a,(Z) ’ 
n E [0, m + 11, 
Pn( Y) _ P,(Z) 
P”( Y) PO(Z) ’ 
nE[O,m]. 0 
(3.11) 
(3.12) 
4. Application to queues 
We here apply the results of the preceding sections to queueing models. We first 
consider the GA/GB/c queues, i.e., c server queue with batch arrivals and batch 
services. We assume that the arrival time process and the sequence of service times 
are stationary and ergodic, and that customers are served in a FCFS (First Come 
First Served) manner. Let N, be the point process generated by arrival times of 
batches and let Y(t) be the queue length at time t, where the queue length is assumed 
to include customers being served, and A, is the mean arrival rate of batches. We 
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allow the system to have an arbitrary acceptance policy for arriving batches. Hence, 
ha,n/A, is the Palm probability that at least one customer in an arriving batch, which 
find the queue length to be n, is accepted by the system. We note that {P,( Yt = 
n ( Y- = i < Y+)},,,+r is the conditional distribution of the accepted batch size given 
that an arriving batch finds i customers in the system. Let m + 1 (>c) be the largest 
integer n satisfying A,( i)P,( Y’ = n ( Y- = i < Y’) > 0 for some i. If m + 1 - c is finite, 
the queue has a finite buffer with a size m+ 1 -c, and it has an infinite buffer 
otherwise. Clearly {Y(t)} is a jump process with a state space [0, m + 11. We then 
construct a stationary version of {Y(t)} by assuming additional conditions such 
that the traffic intensity is less than c if necessary (see Franken et al., 1982, for 
details). Thus, we can apply the results of Section 2 to this model. 
The characteristics u,,, vn, uz and v: are important performance measures for 
this queue. For example, v, is the mean busy period, and (2.18) implies 
(4.1) 
This formula is the extension of the same formula for a single server queue (see 
(4.4.5) of Franken et al., 1982). Similarly as (4.1), (2.18) and (2.20) imply that the 
mean fully busy period is given by 
vc= =__l l_C~~~pi 
xi+ A,(i)a,P,( Y+a c( Yp = i< Y+)’ 
and the mean idle period is given by 
(4.3) 
On the other hand, the second formula of (2.12) is a generalization of a similar 
formula for the full busy period of the GI/GI/c queues obtained by Ghahramani 
(1990) while the second formula of (2.16) is a similar one for the idle period. 
We next consider truncation expressions of the queue length distribution. It is 
well known that {d,,} of the M/GI/l/m queue is the truncation of the one of that 
corresponding to the M/GI/l queue, where m denotes the buffer size not including 
the service position. Recently, Miyazawa and Shanthikumar (1991) generalized this 
result to a general model of MX/GI/l/m type queue by using the lumping property 
of Markov chains, where X denotes the arrival batch size. Corollary 3.1 leads to 
the same results because UT and VF (i cm) are independent of the boundary 
conditions at m i- 1. 
Similar truncation expressions are known for {a,} of the GI/MX/l/m type queue 
and for {d,,} of the GI/GI/l/m quee with LCFS-P service discipline and with 
arbitrary restarting policy. The former result is obtained by using the so-called 
duality in Miyazawa (1990) and Miyazawa and Shanthikumar (1991). We generalize 
it by applying Corollary 3.2 for {a,} of the GI/MX/c/j queue, where X is the 
service batch size. We assume that the service batch sizes are i.i.d. and that all 
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customers are served at once if the number of customers in the system is less than 
X. Let m = c +j - 1 and {Y(t)} and {Z(t)} be the queue length processes of 
GI/MX/c/j and GI/MX /c/j + k for k > 0. Then, the state spaces of { Y( 1)) and 
{Z(f)} are [0, m + 11 and [0, m + k+ 11, respectively. Here, we assume that both 
queues have the same input process and the same service batch size distribution. 
Note that v,,, I?,, and E,( T+ ) Y+ = m + 1) are independent of the history up to the 
last time when Y(t) enters into [n, m + l] because of the memoryless property of 
the exponential distribution and the independence of the interarrival times of 
customers. Hence, we have the tail truncation (3.9). 
We finally consider GIX/GI/l/m with LCFS-P serivce discipline. We assume 
m <CO and the following conditions: (a) The interarrival times of batches, their 
sizes and the customers’ service times are i.i.d., respectively, and they are independent 
of each other. (b) The numbers of accepted customers in arriving batches are 
independent and have distributions depending on the remaining buffer size. (c) The 
accepted customers in a batch are ordered and the last customer gets service 
immediately. If the number of customers in the system after their acceptance is 
greater than m + 1, older customers are pushed out. (d) Under (c), an interrupted 
customer restarts his service when all customers arriving after him have left the 
system, and his remaining service time at the restarting instant may depend on the 
histories of preemptions to him and of the remaining buffer size after his arriving 
instant but must be independent of the history before it. 
This model is a batch arrival version of Miyazawa’s (1922). By (b) and (c), the 
model may have various kinds of rejection policies of customers, simple rejection 
which means that arriving customers finding the system full are always rejected, 
push out which means that they are always accepted and older customers leave the 
system if necessary, and intermittent cases. In this model, the queue length process 
is downward skip free, and it is easy to see that the first set of conditions in Corollary 
3.2 is satisfied. Hence we have the truncation expression (3.3), which extends the 
results in Miyazawa (1992) and Yamazaki (1990). 
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